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It’s just because the coalition forces are too savvy.

The strength is really limited!

The only Levilia who could fight was also injured, and everyone else was also injured.

The number is large and the momentum is big, but the ability is really limited, and it is impossible to
break through the defense line of the kingdom of God.
Even if the Kingdom of God only sent a small number of strong people.

But abruptly stopped the coalition…

Everyone suspected it was wrong.

It’s just lack of strength!

If you want to have the strength, you have already fought over.
“That’s good! They won’t come to join our war with the Galactic Guardian Alliance when they watch the
play! Even the Heavenly Master’s Mansion and the Sword Demon Division will not participate!”

“So we don’t have to worry about someone being killed behind! We just need to fight the Galactic
Guardian Alliance!”

Mr. X is very sure.

Other people think the same way.

therefore.

They went crazy next and began to fight frantically with the Galaxy Guardian League.

They no longer have a plan to escape and evacuate, but to kill and start the road to dominance.
Conquer all enemies in front of you and kill them all!

Angry!

Not everyone can bear the anger of the kingdom of God!

The advantage of the Galactic Guardian Alliance lies in its novel and targeted weapons.

And the familiarity with the laboratories of the gods.

But at present they are still too few strong, if the specific target is not in place.

The strong of the kingdom of God attacked, and few people could stop it.

After all, four strong men similar to Mr. X died, and the remaining ten were all there.

There are also a large number of powerhouses similar to the Dark Devourers.

This powerful force cannot be ignored.

kill!

This battle was fought so dimly!

It’s too tragic!

Both sides have damages, but the Galaxy Guardian League damages a bit more.

But there are also threats to the kingdom of God, such as the enhanced version of Leviathan.

Rage in the army of the Kingdom of God.

Caused too much damage to them.

This is a problem they all want to solve immediately.

It’s just that Mr. X’s level doesn’t work, let alone other people.

For a while, there is no way around the kingdom of God.

They can only bear this loss.

The Leviathan enhanced version continues to wreak havoc, and the Galactic Guardian Alliance attempts
to use these to defeat the Kingdom of God army.

“Wow!!!”

At this moment, a golden beam of light descended from the sky, passing by at an unspeakable speed.

It was shot from a golden bow and arrow!

When approaching the battlefield, the golden light is infinitely magnified, dazzling like a sun setting,
making everyone unable to open their eyes!

“Puff!”

An enhanced version of Leviathan was penetrated on the spot, and the golden light directly shattered
the body of the enhanced version of Leviathan.

The behemoth over three hundred meters high fell on the spot.

“It’s the main priest who has arrived!!!”See this scene.

The whole kingdom of God is boiling.

For them, tears are literally bursting into their eyes!

Many people cried directly!

Even Mr. X is so excited that he wants to cry…

The main priest is finally here!

The grand blueprint of the Kingdom of God is finally about to come true…

As soon as the main gods appeared, everything was ants!

It can only be slaughtered!

Soon these people will die!

None of them will be alive!

This sudden scene shocked both sides, and all stopped subconsciously.

Look at the direction where the bow and arrow came just now!

Sure enough, in the sky not far away, there was a golden figure shining with golden holy light.

Holding a golden crossbow!

God!

God!

Compared to Mr. X from the Kingdom of God, this is what can really be called a god!

What now appears in front of everyone is like a god in myths and legends!

It was shocking!

“SH*t!”

Another golden bow and arrow came.

“Puff!”

Pierce a Leviathan enhanced version!

This time, everyone saw it clearly.

The moment it was penetrated, the golden light flourished, like a scorching sun, the light shattered the
Leviathan enhanced version.

too frightening!

This is completely invincible!

“SH*t!”

The next moment, everyone saw a golden figure like a shooting star across the night sky, holding a big
sword through a reinforced version of Leviathan.

